
IP Log and Documentation
Our IP Log 5 is complete and has been reviewed by Eclipse Legal. Note, the referenced IP log applies to all 
of WTP, so below are the parts that are specific to the XSL Component. 

● A list of third party software distributed with XSL (on top of what ever else is distributed with 
WTP itself and the Eclipse Platform):

JXPath 1.2 ( CQ 2285) Apache License, 2.0 0.5 We use a bundle from Orbit.
XSLT schema 1.0 (CQ 1749) W3C 0.5 In org.eclipse.wst.xsl.core
XSLT schema 2.0 (CQ 1750) W3C 0.5 In  org.eclipse.wst.xsl.core
Xinclude schema 1.0 (CQ 2232) W3C 0.5 In org.eclipse.wst.xsl.core
Xalan 2.7.1 (CQ 1985) Apache License, 2.0 0.5 We use a bundle from Orbit.

● The name of every committer for this release: Note, technically any committer of the WTP 
Incubating project can commit to any component in the WTP incubating so, legally, the full list of 
committers is the long list in WTP Incubator Project as described in the Project IP Log, but in 
practice the following three committers are responsible for this component: 

Doug Satchwell Lead, doug.satchwell{at}btinternet.com, dsatchwel 
David Carver d_a_carver{at}yahoo.com, dacarver
Jesper Steen Møller jesper{at}selskabet.org, jmoller

● The name of every non-committer who contributed code via Bugzilla entries, with bug numbers.
○ Lars Vogel – Xinclude Ant Task – Bug 217919, CQ 2142.

● Third party software that can be used with XSL Component that is not in Eclipse IP Log

Note: Where we list available third party software in this section, we do so only to demonstrate 
there are choices for end-users. We do not mean to say those are the only available options nor do 
we advocate the use of any particular one.

○ We provide one XSL engine (Xalan 1.0) that works out of the box, but users choose to install 
additional XSL engines, such as Saxon 2.0 if they desire. There's no requirement to install it, 
but naturally every runtime (and version) offers it's own special features. 

Appendix 1 contains a static snapshot of our entire IP Log at the end of the release (and, this is the same 
version that was sent to EMO Legal staff earlier, in a separate note.)

A zip file of all about.html files and non-standard (but approved) licenses was also sent to the Eclipse 
Foundation legal staff for review, in a separate note but is not included here (the information is, after all, 
available in our distributed code).

5 http://www.eclipse.org/webtools/iprelated/ip_log.php


